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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of multiple scales is one of the most popular ways of creating approx­
imate solutions of differential equations containing a small perturbation parameter. 
An approximate solution derived in a straightforward manner, such as by formally ex­
panding in power series in the perturbation parameter often fails in that the resulting 
approximation may not satisfy all conditions of the problem such as boundary and 
initial conditions, boundedness, etc. Such problems are of singular perturbation type 
and new procedures are called for. Poincaré in his investigations of the motions of the 
planets, recognized this problem and used new, scaled, variables to eliminate certain 
unbounded terms which arose in his approximate solution of initial value problems. 
Such methods have been refined in recent years, extended to other situations and 
now come under the heading of the method of multiple scales. 
A somewhat different approach to the approximate solution of certain initial 
value problems is the method of averaging. Unlike the method of multiple scales, the 
method of averaging has more theoretic results to support the method. The approx­
imate solutions created by the method of averaging, in general, we can expect to be 
uniformly valid on an interval of order 0{]) [1; Theorem 6.3.1. p. 294]. 
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The aim of the 3-scale method is more ambitious. It is not only to improve the 
asymptotic order of the error estimate, but also to extend the validity of the approx­
imation to a longer interval of time, that is, an expanding interval of length O(^) or 
longer. In other words, the 3-scale method is an attempt to capture the behavior of 
the exact solution up to the time interval of order O(^). That is why we expect that 
the approximate solutions created by the 3-scale method should be uniformly valid 
on an interval of order O(^) or longer. 
In this thesis, we use the 3-scale method on the periodic first order ordinary 
differential equation of the form 
a'(0, e )  =  a  
where x E R"^ and a  ^  0 .  We also require that f { t ,  x )  is 27r-periodic in t ,  and at least 
a function in t and the vector x. We will show that the 3-scale method may fail 
to give an approximate solution on an interval of order O(^). When we study the 
usual way of finding a 3-scale approximate solution, we find out that it requires each 
term after the leading term to be bounded in order to produce a uniformly ordered 
asymptotic series. But the definition of "uniformly ordered" and "uniform validity" 
are too strong for some applications. Therefore we will give the weaker definitions of 
"uniform ordering" and "uniform validity". If an asymptotic series 
.To(i,e)^o(e) + a;i(f,e)5i(e) + h e)^jt(e) (1.1) 
where 6q,6i, - • -, 6^ are the gauge functions, is uniformly ordered, it means the fol­
lowing. 
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Definition 1 An asymptotic series (1.1) is uniformly ordered if there are gauge 
functions Ao, Ai, • • •, Ajt such that A,- = o(A,_i) for i = 1,2, • • •, A: and 
Xi{t, e)6i{€) = 0(Ai(e) 
for 2 = 0,1, " , A;. 
When we say that (1.1) is a uniformly valid approximation of order 6(e) for t in 
an interval 7^, which may depend on e, to x{t,e) provided that 
(i) the (1.1) is a uniform asymptotic expansion for t  G I c ,  and 
(ii) ||.r(i,e) - (xo(i,e)5o(e) + h .'Cfc(^, £)5/c(e))|| = 0{S{e ) )  
uniformly for f S A. 
When we say that (1.1) is a uniformly asymptotic expansion for t  E  I i ,  w e  mean the 
following 
Definition 2 The approximation (1.1) to a function x{ t , e )  is a uniform asymptotic 
expansion for t E provided that there exist gauge functions Ai, A2, - - -, A& such 
that A, = o(A,_i) and each of the following statements holds uniformly for < E 
x { t , e )  =  X o { t , e )6o{e )  +  0{A i {e ) )  
x { t , e )  =  x o { t , e ) 6 o { e )  +  x i { t , e ) 6 i { e )  +  0 { A 2 { e ) )  
i = k  
a: (<,  ( )  =  ^  Xi{ t ,  e )6 i {e )  +  o(At (E) )  
1=0 
The next theorem will tells us that a uniform asymptotic expansion is uniformly 
ordered. 
Theorem 1 If (1.1) is a uniform asymptotic expansion for t  E  I c  then it is uniformly 
4 
ordered. 
Proof: Since (1.1) is a uniform asymptotic expansion for t  E we have 
x i t ,  e )  -  Ei=o"^ e )S i{e )  = 0(Aj(e)) 
x{t, e) - EÎ=o3;.(<) e)^.(e) = C>(Aj+i(e)). 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Subtract (1.2) from (1.3) and we obtain 
X j { t , e )S j {e )  =  0{Aj{e ) ) .  
therefore (1.1) is uniformly ordered. 
Q.E.D.  
If one requires A, = 6i in the previous definitions, the usual notions of uniform 
ordering and uniform validity are recovered, and uniform ordering becomes equiva­
lent to boundedness of Xi{t,e) for t G h- In this thesis we want to study whether 
the 3-scale method will produce a uniformly valid approximate solution on an ex­
panding interval of order 0{^) or longer. In chapter 1 we state the structures and 
many formulas for the 3-scale method and one example which shows us that the 
3-scale method can fail. Then we turn to find out under which conditions the 3-scale 
method will work. In chapter 2 we conclude that if Jq' f(t,x) dt = 0 then the 3-scale 
method always produces a uniformly valid approximate solution on an interval of 
order 0{^). Furthermore in this case the 3-scale method produces the same approx­
imate solution as the method of averaging. In chapter 3 we want to know whether 
the 3-scale method has the corresponding result as the Sanchez-Palencia Theorem 
for the averaging method when a contracting property is present.. The answer is yes. 
We also show the uniformly validity of higher order approximation. 
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CHAPTER 2. FORMAL APPROXIMATION USING THREE TIME 
SCALE 
Consider the initial value problem 
x  =  e f { t , x ) ,  X  E R"  
< 
a;(0) = a 
where / is at least in all its arguments with f { t  +  2 T r , x )  
nonnegative parameter. 
According to the ideas of the 3-scale method, one looks for an approximate so­
lution y{t,T,cr) of the form 
y { t , T , a )  =  X o { t , T , a )  +  e x i { t , T , a )  +  e ^ X 2 { t , T , a )  +  
e^X3{t, T, a) -F àx4{t, T, o") -f • • • (2.2) 
where the functions z,-, i = 0,1,2,3,..., again are required to be 27r-periodic in and 
w h e r e  T  =  e t  a n d  A  =  a r e  t r e a t e d  a s  i n d e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s ,  s u c h  t h a t  y { t , e t , e ^ t )  
is a uniformly valid solution on an interval of order O(^). Starting from this general 
idea, a recursive scheme can be developed to determine the unknown functions z,-
(2.1) 
=  f { t ,  x )  and e a small 
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order by order. The procedure we will follow is the usual one. First we set up 
iterative relations for the determination of the a;,'s by requiring y{t,T,(T) to be a 
formal approximation of the exact solution, Xg^actit,^) of (2.1) to a desired order in 
e. This means that y{t,T,a) has to satisfy formally equation (2.1) to a desired order 
in e. In order that y{t, r, a) be a formal approximation, we require the expression 
dy{ t , T , a )  
d t  - e/(^ 2/(^,7-, or)) (2.3) 
to vanish to the desired order in e .  Up to the fourth order in e we have 
d x o { i , T , a )  dy  
d t  d t  + e 
d x o ( t , T , a )  ^  d x i { t , T , a )  
d r  d t  
d x o { t , T , a )  ,  d x i { t , T , a )  ,  d x 2 { t , T , a )  
I n r d a  d r  d t  
d x i { t , T , c )  d x j j t ,  T ,  cr) d x 3 { t , T , a )  
d a  d r  d t  
d x 2 { t , T , a )  d x 3 { t , T , a )  d x 4 { t , T , a ) '  
I h d a  d r  d t  + (2.4) 
and we also have 
e / ( ^ ) î / )  =  e f { t , X o { t , T , a ) )  +  e^ f : , { t , xo{ t ,T , a ) )  •  X i { t , T , a )  
+  ^ ^ [ f x { t , x o { t , T , a ) )  •  X 2 { t , T , a )  +  ^ f x x { t , x o { t , T , a ) )  •  X i { t , T , a - )  •  X i { t , T , a ) ]  
+  e ' ' [ / r ( i , . r o ( < , r , c r ) )  •  X 3 { t , T , a )  +  f ^ ^ { t , X o { t , T , a ) )  •  X i { t , T , a )  •  X 2 { t , T , a )  
+  ^ f x x x { t ,  x o { t ,  T, a ) )  •  X o { t ,  T, a )  •  x o { t ,  r, a )  •  x o { t ,  r, a ) ]  +  (2.5) 
where f x ,  f x x  and f x x x  are the first, the second, and the third derivatives of f { t , x )  
with respect to the vector x. Thus fx is a matrix, and fxx and fxxx are indexed arrays 
(formal tensors) of higher rank. The notation fxx ' a • b denotes the vector whose z"' 
component is 
j , k  ^ y ^ d x j d x f g  
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with a similar formula for f x x x  - a - b - c .  Equations (2.4) and (2.5) must be equal up to 
the order which we desire. We collect the like terms of the same order of e together 
and have 
'  d x o j t ,  T, cr) _ 
m  ~  " 
xo(0,0,0) = a .  
(2.6) 
= fit, Xo{t, r, a)) -37 
.x'l (0,0,0) = 0 
(2.7) 
Êîd^ . /X', Mt, r,r,,) -
m  
0:2(0,0,0) = 0 
d r  (2.8) 
~ /x(i,a;o(i,r,cr)) • .T2(/, r, CT) + ^ f x x { t , X o { t , T , c r ) )  •  X i { t , T , a )  •  X i { t , T , a - )  
d x i ( t , T , a )  d x 2 ( t , T , c r )  
^5^ (2.9) 
3:3(0,0,0) = 0 
Equation (2.6) immediately yields x o { i , T , a ) = x o { T , c r )  and io(0,0) = a .  Thus 
(2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) become 
(2.10) 
W) - (2.11) 
~ 4) «zC.T.T) 
+  ^ f x x { t , x o i T , a ) )  •  x i { t , T , a )  •  X i { t , T , a )  
d x i { t , T , ( T )  d x 2 ( t , T , a )  
— 
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Then keeping in mind that the a;,'s are required to be bounded for i > 0 in an interval 
of length of order we can integrate equation (2.10) with respect to t to obtain 
X ï { t , T , a )  =  X i { T , a )  +  ^ f { 3 , x o { T , c r ) )  -  d s  (2.13) 
with xi(0,0) = 0. Since x o { T , a )  and depend only on r and c r ,  they are 
constants during the integration. To eliminate the unbounded term in t of Xi{t,T,a-) 
for t in an interval of order O(^), we require the integral of (2.13) to be bounded 
w h i c h  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  r e q u i r i n g  t h a t  t h e  m e a n  o f  f { t , x o { T , a ) )  —  
That is 
IS zero. 
^ [/(i,-î-o(T,o-)) 1 
2 i r  
d x o { T ,  a )  
d r  
d t  —  0. 
Therefore we have 
®o(0,0) = a 
wher le 
Let f { t , z )  =  f { t , z )  —  f { z )  which we call the oscillatory part of f { t , z ) .  
Then equation (2.13) becomes 
X i { t , T , a )  =  x i { T , a )  +  f { s , x o { T , a ) ) d s  
=  x i { T , a )  +  f i { t , x o { T , a ) )  
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where .x^(0,0) = 0 and 
M t , z )  =  f { s , z ) d s .  (2.17) 
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Note that is fully determined without knowing .To(r, tr). Using these results 
equation (2.11) can be integrated with respect to t  to obtain 
X 2 i t , T , a - )  = X 2 ( T , ( 7 )  
where ®2(0,0) = 0. 
/r(a,zo(r,o-)) . Zi(a,T,cr) - dxo{T ,  a )  dx i { s , T , a )  dcr d r  d s  (2.18) 
For X 2 { t , T , a )  to be bounded for t  in an interval of order O(^), we require that 
the integrand of (2.18) have zero average over one period in t. This means that we 
must choose and such that the integrand of (2.18) 
dxo{T ,a )  dx i { t , T , A )  f x { t , X o { T , a ) )  •  X i { t , T , ( T )  - (2.19) dcr dr 
contains only the oscillatory part of /^(i, xo(r, a ) ) - X i { t ,  r, c r ) —  for X o { t ,  c r )  
does not depend on t .  That is to require 
1 /•2'r 
Jo 2 w  / , ( f , Z o ( r , c r ) )  •  X i { t , T , a )  -
dxo{T ,a )  dx i { i , T , a )  
dcr d r  
d t  = 0. (2.20) 
Differentiating (2.16) with respect to r and using (2.14), we have 
dxi{t,T,a) dxi{T,a) , ^ ^^o(T, <%) 
dr  d r  
d X i { T , ( T )  
dr  
d r  
+  h x { t ,  %(T, a ) )  •  /(xo(r, a ) ) .  (2.21) 
Before we use (2.21) and (2.16) in (2.20), let us see what Jq'" di is. 
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! "  d x , { U r , a )  ^  ^  
Jo  d r  Jo  d r  Jo  o r  
= f w,.„(..)).^ 
= ~^g7^27r + j^ f \ x { t , x o { T , c ) ) -  S { x Q { T , ( T ) ) d t  
_  ^ 3 : 1  ( T ,  c r ) ^ ^  ^  r  f ^ ^ ( ^ i ^ S : o { T , ( T ) ) d t - f { x o { T , a ) )  
J o  
d t  
dr  
5xi( r ,  a )  
27r + [/ix(5o(r, cr)) • /(io(r, o-))]27r 
dr  
where f i x i t ,z) is the derivative of f i { t , z )  with respect to the vector z and 
fix{z) = f\x{t,z)dt. Also 
2;r r27r r Z T T z i  
/  f x { t , x o { T , a ) )  •  x i { t , T , a ) d t  =  / /r(Z, .To(r, o")) • ii(r, cr) 
J o  J o  
J('21? '  f x { t , X Q { T , c r ) )  •  f i { t , x o { T , a ) ) d t  0 
= 27r [fAt, Zo(T, <t)) • il (r, a) + /9(io(r, o"))] 
where p { z )  —  ^ f x { t ,  z ) - /i(i, z) d t .  Using last two equations and (2.21) and (2.16) 
in (2.20) we find the equation that satisfies. 
9 x i ^ r , a )  _  y^(^g(T-,o-)) • X i { T , ( T )  
=  p { x o { t ,  c r ) )  -  - /ix(io(7-, cr)) • /(xo(r, cr)) 
where 
1 
(2.22) 
M ^ )  =  i r [  M s , z ) d s  
A K  J o  
and 
1 /•2^ I
f i x { z )  =  —  / h x { s , z ) d s .  (2.23) 
It: JO 
Equation (2.22) should be able to help us to determinate by choosing 
th&t ii(r, cr) does not containing unbounded terms for r in some in­
terval of length of order -. Unfortunately, this is not always possible. We will give 
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an example after we have all the formulas which we need. 
If we can pick a such that xi{T,cr) is bounded for r in an interval of 
order 0(|), then (2.18) becomes 
X 2 I T ,  T ,  a )  =  X 2 { T ,  a )  +  F 2 { T ,  X O { T ,  ( T ) ,  X I { T ,  r, CT)) (2.24) 
where 3:2(0,0) = 0 and f2{t,xo{T,cr),xi{t,T,(T)) is the integral of the oscillatory part 
OÎ fx{t,Xo{T, a))-— with respect to t. Using (2.24) in (2.12) and 
integrating it with respect to t  we find that 
X 3 { t , T , a )  =  X 3 { T , c r )  +  f j : { s , x o { T , ( T ) )  •  X 2 { s , T , a ) d s  
1 /•' 
+  2  J o  ^ ) )  •  T ,  c r )  •  ( a ,  T ,  a )  d s  
~Jo  
d x i { s , T , a )  ,  d x 2 ( s , T , a )  
4— e. , ds. (2.25) 
To require X3(t,T,cr) to be bounded for fin an interval of order we need that the 
integrand of (2.25) contains only the oscillatory part of 
f x ( S ,  x o ( r ,  a ) ) - X 2 i t ,  T ,  a ) + ^ f x ^ { s ,  x o { t ,  ( T ) ) - X i { t ,  r, a - Y X I { t ,  r, < x ) -  •  
This means that we require to satisfy 
~ Â(%(T,cr)). X2{T,a) = F2{t,Xo{T,a),xi{t,T,a)) (2.26) 
where 
^  /  \ f x { t , p )  •  M t , P , q )  +  ^ f x x i s , p )  • 9 • <7 - d s  
with p , ( j  Ç .  R ^ .  Note that (2.26) and (2.22) are the same linear differential equation 
except for the different nonhomogeneous parts. 
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This procedure can be carried on to any order and in the 6'^ order we have 
X K { T ,  T ,  a )  = .Tjt(r, cr) + X O { T ,  a ) ,  X I { T ,  r, <t) ,  •  •  • ,  X K -i{ T ,  r, cr)) (2.27) 
and Xk{T,a) satisfies 
d x k ^ ,  cr) _ o-)). X k { T ,  a )  =  F k { t ,  x o { t ,  a ) ,  x i { t ,  r, CT) ,  •  •  • ,  X k -i{ t ,  r, c r ) )  (2.28) 
where f k  and F k  are functions in t ,  X o { t ,  a ) ,  X i { t ,  r, cr), • • •, X k - i { t ,  r, a )  which can be 
found from /, â'o(r, cr), a;i(^, r, cr), • • •, Xk-i {t, r, cr). Hence we have a recursive proce­
dure to find each .r,-. These formulas are intended to show the structure which will 
appear in higher order approximations; but for the rest of this chapter we will con­
centrate our attention on the construction of a zero-order asymptotic approximation, 
for which we will need the formal results up to the second order. 
Because we will use the Fourier series in some of the proofs, we will write down 
some formulas which we have in terms of Fourier series. Since f{t, x) has at least two 
continuous derivatives, it can be written as a uniformly convergent Fourier series for 
X in  any  compact  se t  K Ç  R" .  
Here the a„(a;)'s are complex vector functions with an(a;) = an*(a;) for all n ,  where * 
denotes complex conjugate. Of course 
Formulas in terms of Fourier series 
n=oo 
/(<,=:)= E an(a:)e'''" (2.29) 
(2.30) 
ao(.r) (2.31) 
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is real. 
If a:o(i, ei, tH) is in A', equation (2.14) can be written in terms of Fourier series. 
Then we have 
a;o(0,0) = a. 
By (2.17) we have 
I  -
(2.32) 
f i { t , z )  -  f  f { s , z ) d .  
J o  
=  f  ^  a n ( z ) e " "  ( f a  
n/O 
^ ^ ^ (z)[e'"' - 1] 
n^O m  
Also (2.16) becomes 
x i { t , T , a )  =  .ri(r,cr) + 
n^O 
an(zo(T,cr))[e'"' - 1] 
m  
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
Let us look carefully what p{xo{T,a)) will be in Fourier series. 
1 /•2'^  
p { x o { T , a ) )  =  —  f ^ { t , X o { T , a ) )  •  f i { t , x o { T , a ) ) d t  
1 277 "=00 
= / E <(%(T, o-))e'"' . ^ ap(zo(T, o")) 
^TT JO „__oo p^o 
^ e«p< _ 1 • 
a ^ { x o { T ,  c r ) )  •  a p ( ® o ( r ,  a ) )  
J p t  _  1  
J_ /-Zt 
27r 
+ -^ f 4(:co(T, (T))e'"' • ^ ap(io(r, a)) 
n#0 
a;,(.ro(r, cr)) • a_„(xo(r, cr)) 
i p  
, d t  
re'P'-ll 
E 
nytO —2?l 
(2.35) 
nySO 
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where a|,(z) is the derivative of an(z) with respect to the vector z .  Also we have 
/(z) = - E ^  (2-36) 
Taking the last two equations, (2.22) will become 
- 4(^o(T, CT)) • xi (r, a) 
_ a4(xo(r ,  a ) )  •  a_n(^'o(r ,  a ) )  _  dxajr ,  a )  
k' o  
- a{,(zo(T, (T)). E 4- E . aa(&o(T, cr)). (2.37) 
n^O n^O 
These are the formulas which we need for this work. 
Example 
The following is an example which shows that in general we can not expect to 
choose  such  tha t  Xt{ t ,T ,a)  wi l l  be  bounded for  f  ~  O and r  O 
Consider 
X = e ( — +  x'' cos i + sin , x Ç. R} (2.38) 
z(0) = cv, a > 0. (2.39) 
The best way of doing this example is to write down all the functions that we need 
for computation. Thus we have 
f { x , t )  =  —a;^ + a;''cos Z + sin i 
f i x , t )  =  - x ^  
f { x , t )  =  x ^ c o s t  +  s ' m t  
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f i { x , t )  = a;''sin i — cos < + 1 
f x { x ,  t )  = — 3 x ^  + px''~^ cos t 
p { x )  =  — 3 x ^  —  
f i x i x , t )  =  p x ' ' ~ ^  s ' m t  
f l x i x )  = 0. 
According to (2.6), we have 
d x o { t , T , c r )  
= 0, •'Co(0,0,0) = a .  
d t  
This implies that 
x o { t ,  T, cr) = x o { t ,  a ) ,  â'o(0,0) = a .  
Using (2.14) we find that 
- ~ '^)f ' %(0,0) = a .  
This is solvable and we obtain 
.To(r,cr) = [2r + xo{a)]~^^'^, xo(0) = a"^. 
Then by (2.16) we have 
.ri(f,r, <t) = â'i(r, (j) + [.To(r, cr)]''sini — cosi + 1. 
Hence 
_ p ,)]'« sin i. 
O T  U T  
Now using (2.44) then (2.22) becomes 
C>.xi^T, [.^0(7, (t)]^ • Zi(T, cr) = -3[.To(r,CT)]^ - I [â-o(r 
16 
Equation (2.46) is solvable for xi{T,a) , and it has solution 
^i(T, (j) = -1 - 2{^-p) + ^ o(cr)]^ + 
.2[2r+ io(cr)]2. (2.47) 
where a;i(0) = a ^ p) ' 
iiE 
If 0 < p < 3, then by (2.47) ii(r, (t) will be of order ' , where r is in an 
interval of length of order which is unbounded as e —> 0. Therefore there is no way 
we can pick to stop .Ti(t, cr) from becoming unbounded. Hence it is no longer 
the case that exi{t,T,a) is a small correction to a;o(o'), and the method fails. If we 
pick p = 2 then 
+ {2[2T + i„(,7))f} ^  
Hence e x i { t , T , a )  =  e x i { T , a )  +  e f i { t , x o { a ) )  which will be of order O Ç e ^ )  for r in an 
interval of order 0( j). Then .to(cr) + exi{t, r, a) is not uniformly ordered for the usual 
s e n s e  b u t  z o ( c )  +  e x i { t ,  r ,  c r )  i s  u n i f o r m l y  o r d e r e d  b y  o u r  d e f i n i t i o n  f o r  e x i { t ,  e t ,  e H )  =  
0(e5) on an expanding interval of order 0(e~^). Therefore Xo{a) + exi{t,T,a) may 
still be a uniformly valid approximation to Xexact{t,()-
17 
CHAPTER 3. ASYMPTOTIC VALIDITY IF f { t ,  x )  HAS ZERO 
MEAN 
for fixed x .  For this special case we will use the Fourier series to show that the 3-scale 
method works well. Assume that xo{e.t,e^t) is bounded for t in an interval of order 
O ( ^ ) .  T h e n  x o { c t ,  e H )  i s  c o n t a i n e d  i n  s o m e  c o m p a c t  s e t  K  i n  i ? "  a n d  b e c a u s e  / ( i ,  z )  
is at least hence /(i, z) has a uniformly convergent Fourier series for z in K. That 
is 
Let us consider the special case when 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
with a{,(z) = 0. We will modify the formulas for this case. 
Equation (2.14) now becomes 
d x o { r , ( r )  _  . 
vrz — u (3.3) 
.To(0,0)  =  a .  
s ince ^  z) dt = 0. This implies that 
.To(r, a )  = x o { a )  
.To(0) = a. 
(3.4) 
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According to (2.34), X i { t , T , a )  will be 
+ (3.6) 
n#0 
Xi(0,0) = 0. (3.6) 
Using these results equation (2.38) gives us 
dxi{T, (T)  _ ^ a[,(xo(cr)) • a_n(xo(tr)) dxojcr)  
Or Or (3?) 
for 80(2) = 0 hence a .Q( z )  = 0. 
The first thing to do is to show that if xo(f) is bounded for i ~ 0 (^)' then the 
.T,'s, for z = 1,2,3,..., are all bounded, hence we have a uniformly ordered sequence. 
Then we will claim that .ro(f) is a uniform approximation to the exact solution, 
•i-'exact(') e) of (2.1). Since xo(cr) depends only on a, the right-hand-side of (3.7) is 
independent of r. Therefore we can integrate (3.7) with respect to r to obtain 
+ TIE (3.8) 
njiO 
To require X i ( i , T , a )  to be bounded for r in an interval of length of order j when 
e —> 0, we require that the right hand side of (3.7) is zero, that is 
dxo(cr) _ y. a^(xo(cr)) • a-n(xo((T)) 
(3.9) 
.To(0) = a 
Equation (3.9) can help us to determine Xo(cr) .  Also (3.8) becomes xi (T,cr)  = xi (cr) .  
Then (3.5) becomes 
f j n t  _  i \  
X i ( t , T , ( 7 )  = ^ i((T) -t- ^ : an(zo(cr)) (3.10) 
n/O 
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and xi(0) = 0. This means that Zi is independent of r. Hence xi is really xi(i,a), 
and (3.10) also tells us that x\{t^eH) is bounded for t ~ O(^). In this zero mean 
case (2.11) becomes 
,^T, a) ^  20(0-))  •  X i{ t ,  ( t )  -  (3.11) 
for xi does not depend on r. Then (2.18) becomes 
X 2 { t , T , a )  = X 2 { T , a )  +  
d x o { a )  
/x(-s,-ïo(o-)) • a: i(5,cr)- da 
where by (2.26) 3)2(7, <z) satisfies 
dx2{T,  a)  
ds  (3.12) 
dr  
= F2{t ,  xo{( t ) ,  x i{ t ,  a) ) .  (3.13) 
Note that F2{t,Xo{cr),Xi{t,a)) does not depend on r, so we can integrate the last 
equation with respect to r. The only way which can make X2(r,cT) bounded is that 
F2{t^xo{a'),xi{t,a)) is zero. This is why we can put down the conditions determining 
d x o j c r )  
da 
In general, for .rj's, for j  = 1,2,3, • • -, we will have the equations 
(3.14) 
= Fj{t,xo,xi,--- ,Xj-i). (3.15) 
Here xo,xi, - • • ,Xj-i are independent of r. Therefore we can integrate (3.15) with 
respect to r. Again the only way to make xj bounded is that Fj{t, xo,xi, • - - ,Xj^i) 
is zero. This means that xj can be made bounded as long as XQ is bounded for 
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t  ~ O(^). Thus we know that .x'j's are uniformly ordered and Xj's are functions of t  
and cr. 
Before we prove the asymptotic convergence of this special case, we need the 
following modified version of a lemma due to Besjes [2]. 
LEMMA 1 Suppose that x{t ,e)  is a solution of the equation 
= e' 'g{ t ,x{ t ,e) )  (3.16) 
a;(0, e) = a (3.17) 
where r > 0 and g{t , z )  is a 27r-periodic function in t  and for each fixed z ,  
f 2 n  
/  g{ t , z )d t  = 0.  (3.18) 
Jo 
Suppose that there exist a constant eo > 0 and a compact set K such that x{t ,  e) is 
in K for e in [0, eo] and for t in [0, t?(e)] where d{e) is a positive function of e. 
Let <f>{t,z) be a smooth {C°°) function, 27r-periodic in t , for each fixed z, and 
/  <l){ t , z )d t  =  0.  (3.19) 
Jo 
Then there are constants C Q  and ci such that 
II ( f ){s ,  x{s ,  e)) (fa|| < Co + c"ci t  (3.20) 
for t  in [0, J(e)], where d{e)  is of order O(^), and for e in [0, Cq]. 
Proof: Since ( j ){ t ,  z )  is 27r -periodic with zero mean in t  and has at least two continuous 
derivatives, it can be written as a uniformly convergent Fourier series 
^(f,z)=][;a^(z)e''"' (3.21) 
«#0 
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where the an(z)'s are vector-valued coefficients satisfying 
IKMII < ^ (3.22) 
for some constant k  and for all z in a compact set K. Also 
||a;(z)|| < (3.23) 
where a,', is the matrix of partial derivatives of a^ with respect to z, for some constant / 
and all z in the compact set K. Now substitute a:(i, e) in (3.19). Since the convergence 
is uniform, the resulting series can be integrated termwise by parts to obtain 
Jo "Hi  in  
' e"'%(a:(a,c))(/a;(a,c) 
^ a„(x(^,e))e''"' - an(z(0,6)) 
rt p'nsa' 
ds 
_  r , e  (3.24) 
ZIn J o  m  
^re'"Xi(a;(5,e)) 
n#0 
for e G [0, Co]. 
As long as x{t ,  e) G K we can find 
Mo = Max { ||</(s, z)|| : z  & K and s  G [0,27r]} . (3.25) 
Thus by (3.24), as long as x{t ,  e)  is in K, we obtain 
= + (3-26) 
n/O " n^O " 
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for e  6 [0, Co] and for t  in [0,t/(e)]. Let c q  = and c \  = Enjto Then we 
have shown 
II ^(a, z(a, e)) (/5|| < Co + c^e^'t (3.27) 
as long as x{t ,  e) in K. 
Q.E.D.  
It is clear that if ?' = 2 then for an arbitrary positive constant L,  we have 
II ^ 9i(s,.ï(5,e))</s|| < co + ciZ, 
for t  in [0,;^] and e in [0, cq]-
Next is the theorem which states that if f {s ,  z) ds  = 0, then 
Xexact{J'^ ^) — ^o(^) "4" O (() 9 
for t in an expanding interval of order O(^). 
THEOREM 2 Let .ro(o") be the solution of (3.9) which is used to be an approximate 
soluti o n  t o  t h e  s o l u t i o n  X e x a c t { t i ( )  o f  ( 2 . 1 ) .  T h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t s  C ,  C Q  
and L such that .to((7) satisfies 
l|.^'exac((i, e) - •^•O(O-)|| < Cc (3.28) 
for t  e [O, and e E [0, cq] . 
Proof: First we must show that .To(cr) is in some compact set K for t  G [o, ^]. 
Let K be a closed ball centered at a with radius # > 0. Pick cq > 0 such that 
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eo G (0,1). From (3.9) we have 
dxpUH) _ 2 yr a4(^o(£^^)) • a_n(a:o(c'^0 
x o ( 0 )  =  a .  
By (3.29) and for t  in some interval [0,c?(e)], we find 
2 /•' llv^ ati(®o(e^-s)) • a_n(To(e^a)) 
ll®o(e^OII < ^ E 
#0 - in  
ds  
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
where 
Mr = Max \  ||  ^  <(^)  ' ^ -"W^)) | |  ,  ,  ^ 
#0 —in 
Hence for t  G [0, and c  G [0, cq] , from (3.30) we require 
L < 
Ml £2 
to make xo{e^t )  G K for t  G [0, and e G [0, eo]- Therefore let L = 
Next we show xo{t^t) satisfies (3.28). 
Let 
Xexactit, e) = xo{e^t) + R{t^ e). (3.31) 
Then /£(/, e) will satisfy 
= e/((, Zo(6:'() + /((f, C)) - En# 
7î(0, e) = 0 
for £ G [0, Co]. Since 7?(0, e) = 0, there is some positive length time interval I  beginning 
a t  f  =  0  such that  Xo[e^t)  +  R{t ,  e)  in  K for  e  G [0,  £o]  and t  in  the  in terval  I .  
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ds  
For t  in the time interval I  we can apply integration by parts and get 
n/. . V- a„(xo(e2Z)) 4- R{t ,  e))e'"' - a,,(or) g ^ /"' <(^o(e^a))a_n(zo(6'a)) , 
^ 
_ e £  / '  + R(s ,  , ) )4%(A)  + A(a.e))  
_  a„(a-o(e^O + R{t ,  e))e'"' - an(Q;) 2 /"' aJ,(xo(e^5)) • a_n(so(e^ 
" '6 k ' ^ J o  k 
w gins 
-:—a4(.To(e^5) + i?(5,e)) •/(s,®o(e^-s) + •R(5,e))(/5 (3.33) 
for ar(i, e) = xo(e^<) + R{t ,  e) and 
Now let us examine the second terms in (3.33). Because 
/(a,z) = ^ an(z)e"" 
n/O 
and 
/.(».») = 2; 
nytO 
we find out that 
ri p i n s  
J2 /  —a,',(a;o(e^-s) + Ris ,  e)) •  f {s ,  xo(£^s) + R(s, e)) ds  
n?tO 
pins 
= J2 -T—af„ixo{e^s)  +  R{s ,e) ) -Y^&pixoie^s)  + R{s ,e) )e ' ' ' 'ds  
715^0 •'° p/0 
P<n^O I gi(n4-p)s 
-  Y1 ^—a| , ( .To(e^5)  + R{s ,  e) )  • ap(5o(e^-s)  +  R{s ,  e) )  ds  
n+pjiO ' 
4(^o(e^^)  + Rjs ,  e) )  •  a -n( .ro(e^3)  +  R{s ,  e) )  
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Use (3.34) in (3.33) we obtain 
= (3.35) 
nfo *" 
»+#0 t i(n+p)s 
-e  j2  I —: a(,(a-o(e^s) +-ft(5,e)) • ap(xo(e^3) +/?(s,e))c?s 
n,p^O -/O 
^2 /• '  a4(.To(e^.s)) •  a_n (xo(e^s)) -  a(,(zo(E^a) + Rjs ,  e)) •  a_n (zo(e^a) + R{s ,  e)) 
Jo ^0 
Let 6i > 0 such that 
M<,c)||<fi (3.36) 
for t  in the interval I  and e E [0, eo]- As long as ||iî(i, e)|| < 8\  we have xo((7) + i?(i, e) 
in K. (We may have to change 6 to 6 + <5i.) Then (3.35) holds as long as xo + -R is in 
K and we can apply Lemma 1 to the second term on the right hand side of (3.35). 
Hence we have 
2k 
n^O 
where for some Z Q  in K and where 
||/2(/,e)|| < e ^  ^  + e^(co + cid) + ||/!.'(2o)||||-R(.s, e)|| </s (3.37) 
A(z) = ^  a;(^) • a_n(z) 
which has at least one continuous derivatives with respect to the vector z. 
Let M2 = Max {||/;/(z)|| : z 6 A'} . Then (3.37) becomes 
\ \R{t ,  6)11 < eco + e^(co + c\et )  +  M2\\R{s ,  e)|| ds .  (3.38) 
By Gronwall's inequality we obtain that ||/?(i,e)|| satisfies 
||/Z(f,6)||<eC(6) (3.39) 
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as long as X Q  + is in K, and 
Pick Co > 0 such that 
EoC(co) < ^1-
Then + /? is in K for at least t  E [0, j^]  and e G [0, Co]- Let C = 
for t  E [0,1^]  and e E [0, eo] we have ||iî(f, e)|| < eC. That is 
||^ezac((^, e) - ^o(e^OII < cC 
for t 6 [0, ^], where L = and e G [0, eo]-
Q.E.D.  
Now we will give an alternative proof of the last theorem which we get by re­
ducing it to the method of averaging. We need to set up the averaging system first. 
The exact system is 
a;(0, e) = a. 
We seek a transformation of the form 
.r = y + eui (<,?/) + 
in which Ui and is 27r-periodic in t  and which carry (2.1) into 
^ = m{y) + ^ '^92iy) 2/(0, e) = Q, 
(3.40) 
:  C{eo). Hence 
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where g\{y)  and <72(2/) are independent of t .  This will be accomplished provided u\  
and Î/2 are chosen so as to satisfy 
=  f { i , y ) - 9 i { y )  (3.41) 
= fx{t ,y)ui{ t ,y) -ui^{ t ,y)gi{y)-g2{y) .  (3.42) 
These solutions are 27r-periodic if and only if gi and gg satisfy the following equations. 
1 /•2;r 
9 i { y )  =  7 r  f i ^ ^ y ) d t  
Ztt JO 
=  f i y )  =  0 (3.43) 
1 /"^TT 
f2(y)  =  ^ /o -Uixi t ,y )gi iy)}  d t .  (3.44) 
Because Ui satisfies (3.41) and gi{y)  = f{y)  = 0, ui can be solved and we get 
Uï { t ,  y )  = f{s ,  y)  ds .  (3.45) 
Note that according to (2.17) ui{ t ,y)  = f i{ t ,y ) .  Therefore 
92{y)  = [ fx i t ,y ) f i { t ,y ) - f ix{ t ,y) f{y)]  dt  
=  ^ f x { t , y ) h { t , y ) d t  
which is exactly the right hand side of (3.9) if we rewrite it in terms of the Fourier 
series. Now we can put things together and see what we have. In the averaging 
method we use the solution of the equation 
^ = £^1(2/) + £^^72(2/) (3.46) 
to construct y  + + c^U2 as an approximate solution to Xexact{ t i  e). In this case we 
have g\{y) = J{y) = 0. Thus (3.46) becomes 
Tt  = 
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which is same as (3.9). Therefore y  = X Q .  There is a known result [1; Theorem 6.5.3, 
p.319] for the method of averaging which states that if gi{y) = 0 then there are 
constants c and Ci such that 
| | . 'Ceiaci (i, e) -  x{t ,  e)|| < ce  (3.47) 
where x{t ,  e) = Z + eui{ t ,  y )  + e^U2(<, e), for t  in an expanding interval of order O(^) 
and e in [0, ei]. Since y = xq which is bounded in a compact ball K for an interval of 
order O(^) and u\ and wg are 27r-periodic in t we know that eui{t,y) + e^U2{t,y) is 
of order 0(e) for t in an interval of order 0{^) and e in [0, Ci]. Therefore we have 
e)exa.-t - %|| < - 5II + P - %|| 
< ec + ||eui + e^ujll- (3.48) 
Hence there are positive constants Ci ,C3 such that 
||a;exac((<, e) - a;o(e^OII < (3.49) 
for t in an interval of order O(^) and for e in [0, ei]. 
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CHAPTER 4. THE CASE f { t ,  x )d t^O 
There are two things affecting whether y{t ,  r, cr)  is a uniformly valid approximate 
solution to Xexact{ii c). First is the boundedness of Xo{et, on an expanding interval 
of order O(^). If xo{d,e'^t) is not bounded on an interval of order O(^), then 
according to (2.22) Xi(t, et, e^t) will be affected by zo(d, e^t) through x\{et, eH). Thus 
et, e^t) may be unbounded. If .i'o and .-Ci are unbounded then zg will be affected 
by (2.26) and it may be unbounded on an interval of order O(^). This situation 
usually will go to higher order terms to cause them to be unbounded on an interval 
of order O(^). Therefore the higher order term may be no longer a small correction 
to the one order lower term. Second if the ordinary differential equation 
^ -Â(îo(r,cr))-^ = 0 
has some of its solutions to be unbounded on an expanding time interval of order 
O(^), then Xi{et,e^t), for i = 1,2,3, - -, will unbounded on the same interval even 
when xo{ei,eH) is bounded. Therefore we will give two assumptions: 
(a) there exists an ei > 0 such that XQ{et ,  e^ t )  is bounded for t  in an expanding interval 
of order O(^) and for e in [0, ei]. Hence Xo{et,e'^t) will be contained in a compact 
ball K centered at a for i in an expanding interval of order O(^) and e G [0, ei]. 
(b) the differential equation 
^ -/x-(i'o(r,cr)) • 2 = 0 (4.1) 
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has a fundamental matrix $(r, <%), where a is treated as a parameter, satisfying the 
inequality 
||0(r2,or)$(Ti,(T)-:|| < (4.2) 
for some positive functions a(cr) and b { c r )  and for T -2 > Ti > 0. 
Because ii(r, cr) satisfies (2.22), we have 
i'i(T,cr) = $(r,<j)^ $(7/,(T)-^ [/j(xo(??,cr))-/i^(xo(7?,CT))-/(io(î?,cr))] (i?? 
• d r j .  (4.3) 
Since xo{et ,cH)  will be contained in the compact ball K for t  in an interval of order 
O(^) and for e 6 [0,ei], we can find a bound for .i;i(r,cr). 
||-'î-i(7-,cr)|| < ^ a(cr)e-''<''"'-''>[||/j(xo(7/,o-))+||/ir(io(»?,o-))-/(io(j?,cr))||]d7; 
+ [  a{a) t  
J o  
- b { a ) { T — n )  dxo{r] ,a)  
d a  
drj. (4.4) 
Let 
and 
Then 
Ma = Max {| | / ) (z ) | |  :  z  G K}  
M,  = Max {||7i,(z)|| . \\f{z)\\ : z G !<} . 
||ii(r,a)|| < /'\(<T)e-^M(^-'')(M3 + M,)(f,; 
Vo 
+ f 
Jo 
- b { 0 ) { T- v )  d x o { r ] ,  a )  
dcr 
drj 
< ^ + M,) 
b { a )  
+ r a{a)e-'>^'' J o  
)(T-r?) d x o { r ) , a )  
d a  
dr). (4.5) 
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The first term of the last equation is always bounded for r > 0 and e G [0, ei]. There­
fore the last equation really does not give us any condition on choosing 
Hence the only requirement on XO{T,(T) is that it is difFerentiable with respect to 
cr. Therefore there are many choices for Among them the easiest is that 
~ says that X O { T ^ C )  = X O { T ) .  Now the equation (4.1) becomes 
c !  Z  — 
^ - /x(^o(r)) - z - O  (4.6) 
which does not depend on cr at all. Therefore the positive functions a(cr) and b ( a }  
are replaced by two positive constants a and b. Hence (4.2) becomes 
| |$(T2).$(n)-:|| (4.7) 
for T2 > Ti > 0. Finally we have the following result. 
Theorem 3 Suppose X O (T ) is the solution of the equation 
= /( ioM) (4.8) 
with the initial condition X'O(T) = a  and where r = e t .  Suppose that the equation 
^ - fxixoir)) -2 = 0 (4.9) 
has a fundamental matrix $(t) having the property that there are positive constants 
a and b such that 
| |#(T2)0(n)-: | |  (4.10) 
for all T2 > Ti > 0. Then there exists an eo > 0 such that 
X e x a c t i t ,  e) =  X o i e t )  + 0(e) (4.11) 
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for < > 0 and for e E [0, eo]. 
Proof: Let 
R{t ,  e)  =  Xexact{ t ,  e) - xo{d) .  (4.12) 
Then 
+ R) — e/(io) 
= ^[/(^'o + i2) — /(®o)] + e/(i, X Q  + R) 
= e [ f { x o  +  R )  —  f { x o ) ]  +  e f { t , X Q )  
+ ^ [f i t ,xo  + R)  — f{ t ,XQ)]  
=  e f j ; { x o ) - R  +  ^ f x x i z i ) - R - R  
+ £f{ t ,Xo)  e fx{ t ,Z2)  •  R  (4.13) 
where z t  and zg are in the compact ball K which is centered at a with radius S > 0 
such that 
||.i:o(eOII + 1 < ^ (4.14) 
for t  in an interval of order O(^) and e G [0, ei]. Rewrite (4.13) and we will have 
— ^ fx{xo)  •  R  = - fxx i^ i )  • R  - R  + e/(i,Z2)  • R  + e/(<,xo) (4.15) 
with /î(0, e) = 0. 
It is known that 72(0, e) = 0. Thus there is an interval /, beginning at i = 0 and 
possibly depending on e, over which ||/2(i,e)|| < 1 for e G [0, Ci] and for i E I. Hence 
.To(ei) + R{t,e) is in K for t E I and e G [0, ci]. For io + 72 in /C, (4.15) is the same 
differential equation as (4.1) except for the nonhomogeneous part. Therefore as long 
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as î'o + is in A', we can express R{t ,  e)  in the following way 
I^ fxx(z i )  • R(s ,  e)  •  R{s ,  c)  +  /^(s ,  zg)  •  ds  
+ ej^ ^{et)^{es)~^f{s,xo(es))ds. (4.16) 
Let 
Ms = Max |^ | | /xx(2) | |  :  z  G A ' j  
and 
Me = Ma.r |||/x(s, 2)11 :  s  E R ,  z  e  !<} .  
Then 
||/r:(i,e)|| < cj\ie-''^''-"'>[Ms\\R{s,e)W' + Me\\R{s,e)\\\ds 
+ e||j^ ^{et )^{es)~ '^ f{s ,xo{£s))ds \ \ .  (4.17) 
We will find a bound for the second term of the last equation. Since / is mean free, 
we can write / as its Fourier series 
7(a,z) = ^an(z)e'"". 
n^O 
Then we can apply the argument from the proof of Lemma 1 to the function 
^{ei)^{es)~^ f {s, Xo{es)) and obtain 
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e|| E a„(£-o(e5))e'-t/6|| 
n?SO 
= 4 ^  f  ^(eO^(")~^a„(®o(es))e'"''c?5|| 
< e E ^ [||$(6<)$W)-'an(^oM))|| + ||$(6f)0(O)-%(z(O))||] 
nîéo 
-t ^(Z[$(ea)-%(zo(ca))] 
ds  
(/s|| 
= G Y1 -[«I|an(.i-o(e0)ll + oe '"'||a„(a) 
njtO " 
„ /•' p'"® 
»#0 (fa 
Js|| 
n^O 
A 
71^ 
= '0 + ^ 1 
_ /-t e'"s 
We know that 
an(.-ro(e3)) + 0(ea) X(â;o(es))'^^°^"^ ds  ds  
^^ ^^ —a. n { x Q { e s ) )  + e0(ea) X(®o(es))/x(®o(")) 
c?s|| 
(4.18) 
ds\ \ .  
d ^ { € s )  
ds  
= ef ^ { x o {es))^{es)  
and 
<P(es)$(e6) ^ = / 
where I  is an n x n identity matrix. Differentiate the last equation with respect to 
s and obtain 
£/$(es)$(es)~^  d l  
ds  =  T s = ° -
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Hence 
Thus 
ds  ds  
e/x(io(es))$(es)$(es) ^ 
d s  
-1 
Finally we have 
d^jes)-'' 
ds  
= -e$(es) Vx(®o(e5)). (4.19) 
Hence 
i\\j^ $(e<)$(es) ^f{s ,xo{es))ds \ \  
y^ . a k  a k e ~ ' " ^ \  
rt pins f t  _ 
+ ^^11 / —$(eO^(")~Man(^o(es))/x(xo(e5)) - A(^o(ca))an(^o(c3))] c?s|| 
n/O-'O 
= + (4.20) 
n-' n-^ 
+  e '  
n 
•[||/x(.'î'o(es))a„(io("))|| + ||aJ,(xo("))/:r(^o("))||]£?s 
Let Mr = Max |||/x(~)|| : z G A'j. Then we have 
e| |^  ^{e t )^{e)-^ f{s ,Xo{es))ds \ \  
£ ^U$ + ^ l  + ' 'El 
n/0 " " 7,#-^° 
< cCi 
r'M: _ 
-ae bt( i -s )  
1 + 1 
& / 
—^ H— 
[1 - e-^"] 
ds  
(4.21) 
where Ci = E#o[^ + g + ^ (;& + g)]- Therefore as long as ||i?(Z, e)|| < 1 we have 
\ \R{t ,e) \ \  <  eCr + ej \e- '><'- ' '>[M4R{s ,e) \ \^  +  M4R{s ,e) \ \ ]ds  
= eCi+cj\ie-'"^'-'''>[M5 + Me]\\R{s,e)\\ds (4.22) 
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By Gronwall's inequality we have 
l|/î(i,e)|| < eC, + (l - e-»«) 
= eCi (4.23) 
where = C^ + 
Pick Co > 0 such that EoC'g < Then (4.23) implies that ||/£(i,e)|| < | for as long as 
||7?(f,e)|| < 1, provided e G [0,eo]. Since R begins at zero if ||/2(i, e)|| < | ever fails, 
it must fail before ||/?(i,e)|| < 1, since | is less than 1. And yet this is exactly what 
cannot happen, since we have shown that as long as ||/?(i,£)|| < 1, ||/?(i,e)|| < | 
cannot fail. Therefore both ||i?(i,e)|| < 1 and ||i2(i,e)|| < |, and all the equations in 
between, must hold for all < > 0, provided e G [0, eo]. That is 
j|.1'*exac((^î ^) ^o(^OII — ^^2 (4.24) 
for all < > 0 and e in [0,ei]. 
Q.E.D. 
We already know that under the assumptions (a) and (b) that 
y  =  x o  +  e x i  + 6 ^ X 2  H h e ' ' x k  
is uniformly ordered for k > I. Now we will show that 
y = .To + e.Ti + c^X2 H h (f'xk (4.25) 
is a uniformly valid asymptotic approximate solution of order 0(6^+^) to Xexactii,^) 
for all t  > 0 .  
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Before we show the result, we need to know that when we solve Xi completely 
we must use the average of the order term in the remainder of the equation 
+ +  +  +  . . .  +  e^x , )  (4 .26)  
for each i > 1. Therefore we have 
+ • •  • ,  Xk)  (4 .27)  
where fh+i is a mean free function and fic+2 is the remainder of order and higher 
order terms. 
Let 
R(^iy c) — Xcxacti^^y V* 
Then 
= Ê[/(^)Î/+-^) —/(^y)] + [^/(^ly) ~ 
=  4 M t , y ) - R  +  ^ f x x { t , m ) - R - R ]  
_ 4- e''"*'^/fc+2] 
=  e [ / x ( ^  x q  +  •  +  X k )  •  R  +  ^ f x x i t ,  w i ) -  R  -  i 2 ]  
=  4 f r i t , X o )  +  f x x { t , ^ 0 2 ) { ^ 3 : i  +  • •  •  +  e ' ^ a ; / ; ) ]  •  R  +  •  R -  R  
=  e f x i t , x o )  •  R  + e f x x { t , I V 2 ) { y  - X Q )  •  R  +  ^ f x x { T , W I )  •  R -  R  
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— — ^'''^^fh+2 
=  e / x ( ^  a - ' o )  •  R  
+ 4Mi,  ®o) + fxx i t ,  W2){y  -  Zo)]  •  R  
+ Wi)  • R  - R  + — e^ '^^ fk+\  — e ' ' ' ^^ fk+2-  (4.28) 
If we move the first term on the right hand side to the left hand side, then we can 
see that R{t,e) also satisfies (4.1) except for the nonhomogeneous part. Therefore 
Rit ,^ )  = ej^  ^{e t )^€s)~^[ f :^{s ,Xo{es))  +f:^:^{s ,W2)iy  -  xo)]-Rds  
+  ^ [  ^{et )^{es)~ '^ fx^{s ,wi) -R-Rds  
^  J o  
-  6^'+^ / $(ef)$(e5)~Vfc+i d s  
J o  
- 6'-+^ $(6f)$(6S)-Vt+2 (fa (4.29) 
We now can apply Lemma 1 to /J $(e<)$(es)~^/jt+i ds .  Because fk+i  is mean 
free, it has a Fourier series 
f k + i { t , y )  = X) b„(î/)e'"', 
n^O 
where b„ is a function oî  y  =  X Q  + exi  + • • • + for each n ^ 0. Thus we have the 
inequality 
= E 
f  $ ( d ) $ ( e s )  ^ f b + i { s , y ) d s  
J o  
^ { e t ) ^ { e t ) - ^ h n { y )  -  $(ei)$(0)"^bn(Q;) 
n/o "• 
= E 
/ ^$(d) ja 
i n  d s  
«b„(2/) - ae~'"-%i{a) 
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: f A—^ {-/x(a;o)b„(y) + K{y) fx{xo) \  ds .  (4.30) 
n^o 
Let 
Ms = Max {||/fc+2(i, zi, -, zt)|| : < G [0,2ir] ,  Z{ G K for  z = 1,2, - ,&} 
and 
Mg = Max^\^ f^^{ t , z ) \ \  : t  G [0,27r],z G A'j . 
Because fxx and /jt+2 are 27r-periotic, we can find these bounds. Therefore we obtain 
11^ ^'(eO®(")~Vfc+i(5,2/)''5|| 
r—^ I Qijv- Oil 
n/0 
+ 6T t—Ms(^  + -]  ds  
n 
< E 
n^O 
= C3 
ak  al  
H — n  
aMs r—\ 
n/O 
1 + 1 
n? 
(4.31) 
where 
Then we have a bound for the term and which is 
£^••*"^1 0(cf)$(6a) ^fk+ï{s ,y)ds \ \  
< e'-'+'Ca. 
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Also we have 
JO Jo 
< 6*=+^^ (l - e-^'') 
< 6*+^C4 (4.32) 
where C4 = and for all f > 0. Therefore 
+ ej^  ae-''('-^'M9||i?(s, e) f  ds  (4.33) 
+ «e"'"''"''[||/,(s,.ïo)|| + ||/rx(s,t«2)(î/ - a;o)||] • ||iî(s,e)|| (fs. 
Let 
M i o  =  M r t . T  1 1 1 / ^ . ( ^ , 2 ) 1 1  +  \ \ f x x { t - , z ) { y  -  . T o ) I I  :  t  €  [ 0 , 2 7 r ] , z  e  / C }  .  
Then as long as ||7?(f,e)|| < 1, we have 
||7î(i,e)|| < [C3 + C4] 
+ e/ '  + M9]||A(a, e)|| ds .  (4.34) 
By Gronwall's inequality we obtain 
||/i:(i,e)|| < e'+'iCs + C,] 
+ (1 _ 
< e'+'Cs, (4.35) 
where C5 = C3 + C4 + + Mg]e ' for all t  >  0. Then use the 
bootstrapping again, we have 
||/Z(f,e)||<6'''+:C5 
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for all < > 0 and e E [0, eo] for some eo > 0. That is to say that 
\ \ x e x a c t { t ,  e) - yII = (4.36) 
for all i > 0 and for e E [0, ei]. 
Q.E.D.  
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, we have studied the 3-scale method which is applied to a periodic 
first order ordinary differential equation. We expect that the 3-scale method yields a 
uniformly valid approximate solution on an interval of order O(^). In chapter 2, we 
give an example which shows that the 3-scale method fails to give an approximate 
solution on an interval of order O(^). 
In chapter 1, we give the weaker definitions of "uniform ordering" and "uniform 
validity". This will allow us to apply the method of multiple scales to more applica­
tions. 
In chapter 3, we have shown that if f [z )  = 0, then the 3-scale method and the 
method of averaging produce the asymptotic equivalent approximations on an inter­
val of order 0{^). 
In chapter 4, we impose two assumptions and get the corresponding result as 
the S an chez- Païen ci a Theorem. But we must require that Xo{et) is bounded for all 
f > 0. If Xo{et) is bounded for f E A with Ic ^ [0, oo), then the Theorem 3 is true 
only  for  t  E Ic  and not  t rue  for  a l l  t  >0.  
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The method of multiple scales and the method of averaging come from the 
different ideas. People are kind of expecting that they produce asymptotic equivalent 
approximate solutions to the same problem. We know that the 2-scale method and 
the method of averaging yield the same zeroth order approximation. Not many known 
results tell us the relations between the 3-scale method and the method of averaging. 
We hope that this thesis will move one step in this direction. 
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